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Results

Background
● Virtual reality (VR) is simulations that
combine interaction devices and sensory
display systems.
● No previous systematic review has
focused on the effectiveness of VR for
spinal pain.

Conclusions
Neck Pain:
● VR provides slightly better
improvements than kinematic training
for GPE, satisfaction, general health, and
balance; but not for pain, disability, and
fear of movement.

● 467 potential eligible studies
● 6 studies included (n=267) with high risk of bias
Neck pain (NP): 2 studies (1 comparison)
Low to very low overall quality of evidence
Low back pain (LBP): 4 studies (4 comparisons)
Very low overall quality of evidence

LBP:
● VR provides better improvements than
stabilization exercises for pain intensity,
disability, and fear of movement; and for
pain intensity and fear of movement
compared to conventional physical
therapy.

Random sequence generation (selection bias)
Allocation concealment (selection bias)
Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias)
Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias)
Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)
Selective reporting (reporting bias)

Purpose

Other bias

● To investigate the effectiveness of VR
technology in the management of
individuals with acute, subacute, and
chronic spinal pain.
Methods

Data
sources

● Pubmed, EMBASE, Scopus, CINAHL, and
PsycINFO

● Both sexes, 12-80 years of age
● Acute, subacute, or chronic spinal pain
without serious spinal pathology
Inclusion
criteria ● Randomized controlled trials using VR
● Pain and disability
● Global perceived effect (GPE), general
health
status,
balance,
satisfaction,
and
Outcomes
fear of movement

Data
extraction

● Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool
● GRADE (overall quality of evidence)
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VR (Headset airplane flight) vs Kinematic
Training
Chronic NP:
Short-term p<0.05: GPE, Satisfaction, General Health
No clinically important effect
VR (Headset airplane flight) vs
Chronic NP: Kinematic Training
Intermediatep<0.05: General Health, Balance
term
No clinically important effect
VR (Nintendo Wii yoga) vs Lumbar
Stabilization Exercises
Subacute/
Chronic LBP: Clinically important effect for Pain
Short-term Intensity, Disability, Fear of
Movement
VR (Headset walking program) vs
Conventional Physical Therapy
Chronic LBP:
p<0.05: Fear of movement
Short-term
Clinically important effect for Pain
Intensity

● There is no
difference
between VR and
physical agent
modalities and
no treatment for
any outcome.
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Clinical Relevance
● There are some clinically important
effects of VR for LBP, but not for neck
pain, compared to other treatments.
● VR may be considered as a treatment
option for LBP based on cost, safety,
and patient needs.
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